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Abstract

We consider the paging problem where the pages have varying size� This problem has
applications to page replacement policies for caches containing World Wide Web documents�
We consider two models for the cost of an algorithm on a request sequence� In the �rst�
�the Fault model� the goal is to minimize the number of page faults� In the second� �the
Bit model� the goal is to minimize the total number of bits that have to be read into the
cache� We show o�ine algorithms for both cost models that obtain approximation factors of
O�log k�� where k is the ratio of the size of the cache to the size of the smallest page� We
show randomized online algorithms for both cost models that are O�log� k��competitive� In
addition� if the input sequence is generated by a known distribution� we show an algorithm
for the Fault model whose expected cost is within a factor of O�log k� of any other online
algorithm�

� Introduction

The problem of developing and evaluating page replacement policies for a two�level store of memory
has been� and continues to be� a fundamental problem in computing systems� With the advent of
the World Wide Web� these issues have resurfaced with some signi�cant variations� Developing
Web cache management policies is an extremely important problem today� The demand for
resources on the Web will only increase as its enormous popularity continues to grow and as
typical uses of the Web become more sophisticated� Maintaining a cache of pages at various
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points can dramatically reduce demand on the network as well as latency seen by the user� A
cache can be maintained at a Web client �e�g�� caches built into Web browsers� �BCC�	
� or by a
Web server �KMR	
�� Caches can also be very e�ective when placed in the network itself �DHS	��
There are several possible measurements that can be used to study the e�ectiveness of a caching

policy� One may wish to minimize the number of requests reaching popular servers� Viewed
another way� this amounts to minimizing the number of times a client must wait for a document
to be retrieved from a remote cite� We call this model the Fault model in which the number
of cache faults are counted� Alternatively� one may wish to minimize the total volume of tra�c
resulting from document requests� In this model� which we call the Bit model� the cost is the
total size of the pages that are requested on cache faults� Alternatively� one may want to minimize
the latency experienced by the user� Measuring latency requires the development of an accurate
model for predicting the time to fetch a requested document from the appropriate server� We do
not consider this latter model here� The Fault and Bit models� which we do consider here� are
the most common in the literature on Web caching �WAS�	�� AW	�� M	���
Empirical studies have indicated that the choice of page replacement policy for Web caches can

have a profound e�ect on the utility of the cache �WAS�	�� M	��� Conventional wisdom that
has been gained in the context of page replacement for CPU caches does not necessarily transfer
to Web caches� In particular� the Least�Recently�Used policy� which on a fault evicts the page
whose next request is farthest in the future� usually performs quite well for CPU caches but can
be highly inferior to other policies for Web caches� One reason is that LRU does not take into
account the size of the documents in choosing a page to evict� This is not a problem in traditional
CPU caches where data is divided into uniform size blocks� However� Web documents can vary
dramatically in size depending largely on the type of information they contain �video� audio� text�
etc�� Developing e�ective page replacement policies for documents that vary in size is the main
focus of this paper�
We present here a theoretical analysis of page replacement policies for multi�size pages using

measures of analysis that are now standard in the literature of online algorithms� When evaluating
an algorithm that knows nothing about future requests �an online algorithm�� we use competitive
analysis� Let costA��� be the cost incurred by an online algorithm A on the input sequence ��
be it under the Bit or the Fault model� Let OPT be the optimal o�ine algorithm� and let
costOPT ��� be the cost incurred by the optimal o�ine algorithm on input �� We say that the
online algorithm A is c�competitive if there exists a constant b such that on every request sequence
��

costA��� � c � costOPT ��� � b�

The competitive ratio of the algorithm A� denoted cA is the in�mum over c such that A is c�
competitive�
We use a slightly di�erent version of the paging problem that does not change the analysis

signi�cantly� although it does better suit the application of Web caching� when a page is requested�
the algorithm is not forced to bring the page into the cache� If the page is not in the cache� the
algorithm can pay the price of a fault and leave the page outside the cache� In this case� it would
have to pay again the next time the page is requested� To avoid confusion with the standard version
where the requested page must be brought into the cache� we call our version of the problem the
Multi�Size Optional Paging Problem�
One issue that we do not address is that of cache consistency� We assume that the pages are

static� Thus� if a page is referenced and a copy of the page resides in the cache� the request can be
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immediately satis�ed� One way to deal with out�of�date pages is to treat requests to pages that
have not been retrieved within a certain time limit as requests to new pages� The details of such
a scheme are beyond the scope of this paper�
The best competitive ratio that can be achieved by any deterministic online algorithm is achieved

by the familiar Least�Recently�Used �LRU��

Theorem � �FKIP��� LRU is �k����competitive for theMulti�Size Optional Paging Prob�
lem in both the Fault and the Bit models� This bound is the best achievable by a deterministic
online algorithm in both cost models�

Throughout this paper� k denotes the maximum number of pages that can �t into the cache �i�e�
the size of the cache divided by the size of the smallest page�� The proof of Theorem � involves
straightforward adaptations of the bounds for uniform size pages by Sleator and Tarjan ��ST�
���
Since LRU has been observed to be sub�optimal in practice� these results indicate that a more
re�ned analysis is needed to evaluate Web cache replacement policies�
Although the problem we wish to solve is inherently online� often algorithms that work with

partial information attempt to imitate the behavior of the optimal o�ine algorithm to the extent
possible with their limited information� For this reason� it is useful to have an understanding of
the behavior of the optimal o�ine algorithm� Indeed� the randomized online algorithm and prob�
abilistic analysis discussed below depend heavily on the o�ine approximation algorithm presented
in Section �� When the pages all have the same size� there is a simple rule� due to Belady� for
obtaining the optimal replacement policy �Bel���� on a fault evict the page whose next request is
farthest in the future� Such a simple rule for the multi�size case does not seem to exist� In fact the
problem of devising the optimal replacement policy for a given sequence of requests is NP�hard
in the Bit model �Fiat	��� It is unknown whether the problem is in P for the Fault model�
We develop a approximation algorithms for the Fault and Bit model and prove the following
theorem�

Theorem � There is a polynomial�time o�ine algorithm for the Fault model and a polynomial�
time o�ine algorithm for the Bit model whose cost is guaranteed to be within O�log k� of the
optimal o�ine algorithm for Multi�Size Optional Paging Problem �

The algorithm uses Belady�s rule to pick among pages of similar size� The factor of O�log k� comes
from balancing among pages of di�erent sizes� Fortunately� the rule for picking among pages of
di�erent sizes requires no information about the future which means that it can be combined
with known online algorithms for page replacement with pages of uniform size� This is the idea
involved in the online randomized algorithms in Section 
� We use a variation of the Randomized
Marking Algorithm developed in �FKL�	�� combined with the o�ine approximation presented
here� Although we borrow the basic structure of the algorithm from �FKL�	��� it was necessary
to develop an alternate proof of their bound based on a potential function in order to combine
it with the proof for the o�ine approximation algorithm� The alternate proof is implicit in the
proof of the following theorem�

Theorem � There is a randomized online algorithm for the Bit model and a randomized online
algorithm for the Fault model� both of which achieve a competitive ratio of O�log� k� for the
Multi�Size Optional Paging Problem �





Finally we turn to probabilistic analysis� Again� we combine the approximation algorithms
in Section � with a known algorithm for the uniform size case� We use the algorithm of Lund�
Phillips and Reingold for paging when the sequence is generated by an arbitrary known distribution
�LPR	��� The cost of the Lund et al� algorithm is within a factor of � of any online algorithm that
knows the distribution in advance� We prove the following theorem�

Theorem � Given a distribution over input sequences� there is a randomized algorithm for the
Fault model whose expected cost is within a factor of O�log k� of the expected cost of any online
algorithm that knows the distribution generating the input� The expectation is taken over the
random choices of the algorithm as well as the random choices made in generating the sequence�

The proof of Theorem � follows the structure of the proof in �LPR	�� quite closely� However� some
extra machinery is required�

� Related Work

To our knowledge� this is the �rst paper that gives a theoretical analysis of paging with multi�size
pages� Since these results were obtained� there have been several papers that address paging with
multi�size pages where the cost of bringing a page into the cache is arbitrary� Cao and Irani �CI	��
and Young �Young	�� analyze a generalization of an algorithm called greedy�dual developed by
Young �Young	��� This deterministic algorithm is shown to be �k � ���competitive� Young shows
that it is in fact �k � ��k � h� ���competitive when the optimal algorithm has a cache size of h�
Cao and Irani also perform an empirical evaluation of the algorithm using trace data� Cohen and
Kaplan then give an alternate proof of the �k � ��k � h � ���competitiveness of this algorithm
using a linear programming formulation of the problem �CK		�� They use the linear programming
formulation to give an o�ine algorithm that gives an approximate solution when the size of the
largest page is small with respect to the size of the cache�
Albers� Arora and Khanna �AAK		� examine the general cost model and obtain an O����

approximation algorithm for the o�ine problem that uses an additional amount of memory that
is O��� times the size of the largest page� When no additional memory is allowed� they give an
algorithm that achieves an O�log�M �C�� approximation factor� whereM is the size of the cache
and C is the largest cost to bring a page into the cache� Finally� they give a randomized algorithm
for the Bit model that achieves a competitive ratio of O�ln�����c�� while usingM���c� memory
for any c � S�M � where S is the size of the largest page�

� Preliminaries

In Web terminology� the objects being cached are called documents� A Web page can be comprised
of many documents� In order to stay consistent with the terminology of the online algorithms
literature� we refer to the objects being cached as pages�
The size of the pages are measured by the number of bits they contain� In the discussion that

follows� we normalize all page sizes so that the smallest page has size �� This may mean that a
page may contain a fractional number of bits� but it does not e�ect the algorithms or analysis�
The size of a page p is denoted by jpj� In some cases� we will de�ne our algorithms in terms of a
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relaxed algorithm that is allowed to partially evict a page� In these cases� jpjout �resp� jpjin� will
denote the number of bits of p that the algorithm has outside �resp� inside� the cache�
In all of the algorithms� the pages are divided into at most blog kc� � classes� Class l contains

pages of size at least �l and less than �l��� We refer to the pages in class l as l�pages� We say that
the class size of x �denoted cs�x�� is the class that contains pages of size x �i�e� blog xc��
In all the proofs in this paper� we compare the cost of an approximation or online algorithm

with the cost of the optimal o�ine algorithm� This is achieved by examining an arbitrary sequence
of page requests and analyzing the cost of both algorithms as they service the requests in that
sequence� Since we are working with the version of paging where we are not obliged to bring the
requested page into the cache� we can view a request as occurring in the following three steps�

�� If an algorithm does not have the requested page in the cache� it brings in the requested
page �and may afterwards exceed its memory capacity��

�� The request is served and the time of the next request to that page is updated�

� The algorithm evicts at least enough pages so that it does not exceed its memory capacity�

In every proof� we charge an algorithm for the pages it evicts instead of the pages it brings in to
the cache� Bringing a page into the cache is free� Changing the charging scheme in this manner
changes the cost of a given algorithm on any particular sequence by at most an additive factor of
k� We will use e to denote the amount by which the cache is exceeded� For any set of pages S�
the most distant page in S is the page in S whose next request is farthest in the future� Let SA�l�
be the set of l�pages that algorithm A has in the cache� In general� we use lower case letters to
denote the size of a set� so sA�l� is the number of pages from class l that A has in the cache� We
use bA�l� to refer to the sum of the sizes of the l�pages that A has in the cache�

� O�ine Algorithms

��� The Fault Model

Figure � is a description of the algorithm that we call the O�ine Fault Model Algorithm �OFMA��
The essential idea of the algorithm is that we know how to make decisions in choosing which page

OfflineFaultModelAlgorithm�
Consider a request to l�page p�
��� if p is in the cache� do nothing�

��� else bring p into the cache�

�	� if the size of the cache is exceeded�

�
� for all j� do twice�

��� if there is a j�page in cache�

��� evict the most distant

j�page in the cache�

Figure �� O�ine Approximation Algorithm for the Fault Model�






to evict within a class since the page sizes within a class only vary by a factor of at most two� we
can use Belady�s rule to evict the two most distant pages� However� when we must make room
in the cache� we may not know from which class to pick� The algorithm solves this problem by
evicting two pages from every class� Since the algorithm pays for evictions� we get a factor of
� log k� This is established more formally in the following theorem�

Theorem � The number of faults incurred by algorithm OFMA on any sequence of requests is
within a factor of � log k of the number of faults incurred by the optimal o�ine algorithm�

Proof� For the purposes of our proof� we give the optimal o�ine algorithm �OPT� a special
discount on evicting pages� On requests in which OFMA evicts a page� we allow OPT for the
price of one eviction� to evict from each class either the two pages that OFMA has chosen to evict
or one page of its choice� Any additional evictions made by OPT are undiscounted� Certainly the
optimal algorithm with this special discount performs at least as well as the optimal algorithm
without the discount� Furthermore� OPT will not perform any undiscounted evictions unless it is
forced to make room in its cache� We claim that the behavior of an optimal algorithm with the
discount is exactly the behavior of OFMA� Since the optimal gets at most � log k evictions for the
price of one� if the claim is true� our cost is at most � log k times the optimal�
We prove our claim by induction on t� Suppose that up to time t the behavior of OPT and

OFMA are the same� The next request at time t� � is already in OPT�s cache if and only if it is
in the OFMA�s cache� If the page is not in either�s cache� then it is brought in� The capacity of
OPT�s cache is exceeded if and only if the capacity of OFMA�s cache is exceeded� If the capacity
is not exceeded� then we go on to the next request�
Suppose that the capacity of the cache is exceeded� OPT must evict at least one page� incurring

a cost of one� Since OPT must evict at least one page� it may as well take advantage of the special
discount and evict one or two pages from each class �depending on whether it chooses to evict the
same pages as OFMA�� Remember that bringing pages into the cache is free but evicting pages
has a cost�
The remaining fact to prove is that if for each class j such that the algorithms have at least two

j�pages in the cache� OPT always chooses to evict the same j�pages as OFMA� Suppose the two
most distant j�pages are p and q� These are the two pages that OFMA evicts� If OPT does not
evict p and q� then it evicts some other page r�
We can convert OPT into another algorithm OPT� that evicts p and q at time t and does at

least as well as OPT� If OPT evicts either p or q at some time t� before the next request to r�
then OPT� evicts r at time t�� The rest of the eviction choices remain exactly the same except
for the fact that OPT may have to evict p or q where OPT� has already evicted them� Note that
until the next request to r� OPT� has at least as much unused space in the cache as OPT� This
is because the total space taken by p and q is at least the space taken up by r� After the request
to r� the only di�erence in their con�gurations is that until the next requests to p and q� OPT�
does not have those pages in the cache while OPT may have p or q in memory� Since we do not
penalize an algorithm for bringing a page into memory� OPT� is at least as well o� as OPT� �

��� The Bit Model

Figure � contains a description of the algorithm that we call the O�ine Bit Model Algorithm
�OBMA�� A counter is maintained for each class� c�l� is the current value of the counter for
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class l� All counters are initialized to � at the beginning of the sequence� The idea behind this
algorithm is similar to that of OFMA� The problem here� however� is that we cannot a�ord to
evict a large page if the memory capacity is only exceeded by a small amount� What we would
like to do instead is to evict e bits from every class if the memory capacity is exceeded by e bits�
Since we cannot evict partial pages� if e is smaller than the pages in a class� we just add to that
class�s counter� When the counter is large enough to account for the cost of evicting a page from
that class� we cash in the counter and evict a page�

OfflineBitModelAlgorithm�
Consider a request to a page p of size x
from class l�
��� Bring p into the cache if not there�

��� if the capacity of cache is exceeded by e � � bits�

�	� if
P

j�cs�e� bOBMA�j� � e
�
� let i be the smallest number greater than cs�e� such

thet there is at least one i�page in the cache� Let m
be the size of the most distant i�page�

��� else m� e
��� for all j � cs�e��
�� Continue until the total size of the pages evicted is at

least m or there are no j�pages in the cache�

��� Evict the most distant j�page�
��� for all j � cs�e��
���� if there is a j�page in cache�

���� c�j�� c�j� �m�

���� while c�j� � size of most distant j�page q�
���� Evict q�
��	� c�j�� c�j�� jqj�

Figure �� O�ine Approximation Algorithm for the Bit Model�

The analysis makes use of a potential function� �For an introduction to the use of potential
functions see �T�
��� Before de�ning the potential function� some preliminary de�nitions will
be necessary� De�ne SOBMA�l� t� to be the set of pages in class l that OBMA currently has in
the cache whose next request occurs on or after time t� A page that is never requested again is
assumed to be requested at time�� SOPT �l� t� is de�ned similarly for the optimal algorithm OPT�
Let bOBMA�l� t� denote the sum of the sizes of pages in the set SOBMA�l� t�� bOPT �l� t� is de�ned
similarly for OPT� Let t be the time of the current request� De�ne

�l � max
t��t

fbOBMA�l� t
��� bOPT �l� t

��g�

�l �

���
��
� if �l � �

maxf�l� �
l���
g � c�l��
 if �l � �
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The value of the potential function is just the sum of the �l�s�

� �
X
l

�l�

Notice that after each request is processed� c�l� � �l�� which means that �l is always non�negative�
We also use another potential function � that is just the sum of all the counters of OBMA�X

l

c�l� � ��

We use the notation �� to denote the change in a potential function � over some given event�
That is� it will denote the value of the potential function after the event minus the value of the
potential function before the event� We charge each algorithm for the pages they evict and prove
the following lemma�

Lemma � After each stage of the request	

OBMA
s cost ��� � 
�log k � ���OPT
s cost�����

The lemma is su�cient to establish that OBMA is 
�log k � ���competitive since both potential
functions are always non�negative and both start at ��
Before proving Lemma �� we prove the following small lemma�

Lemma � Suppose that OBMA evicts the most distant l�page p and after the eviction� �l � ��
Then �l has decreased by jpj�

Proof� Let �t be the time that p is requested next� After p is evicted� all the pages that OBMA
has in the cache are requested before time �t� Thus� after p is evicted� bOBMA�l� t� � � for all
t � �t� Since �l � � after p is evicted� it must be the case that maxt��tfbOBMA�l� t�� � bOPT �l� t��g
is maximized when t� � �t� Suppose it is maximized for some �t � t�� Since �t � �t� p � SOBMA�l� �t�
before p is evicted but not after it is evicted� Thus� bOBMA�l� �t� decreases by jpj when p is evicted�
This means that maxt��tfbOBMA�l� t��� bOPT �l� t��g decreases by at least jpj when p is evicted� �

Proof of Lemma �� Consider a request to page p at time t� Let l � cs�p�� We break the
analysis into four cases�

Case �	 Both OPT and OBMA have p in the cache� Neither algorithm incurs any cost� Since
both algorithms have p in the cache� the page p is in SOBMA�t�� l� if and only if it is in
SOPT �t��l� for all t�� This is true before the request to p at time t and after the next request
to p is updated to some later time� Thus� � does not change�

Case �	 OBMA does not have p in the cache� and OPT does have p in the cache� Consider
the moment before OBMA brings p into the cache� Since OPT already has p in the cache�
bOPT �t� l� � bOPT �t � �� l� � jpj� Since OBMA does not have p in the cache� bOBMA�t� l� �
bOBMA�t� �� l�� Thus�

bOBMA�l� t�� bOPT �l� t�

� bOBMA�l� t� ��� �bOPT �l� t� �� � jpj�

� max
t��t

fbOBMA�l� t
��� bOPT �l� t

��g � jpj�
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This means that before the page is brought in� bOBMA�l� t�� bOPT �l� t� is jpj less than �l �
maxt��tfbOBMA�l� t��� bOPT �l� t��g� Thus� after the page is brought in� bOBMA�l� t� increases
by jpj� but �l remains unchanged�

Then the time of the next request to p changes to some time �t in the future� Since OPT and
OBMA both have p in the cache� � does not change� �This is just the same as the argument
in Case ���

Now suppose that OBMA has exceeded its memory capacity by bringing in page p� It evicts
some pages and adds to the counter of other classes� How much does OBMA pay� For
j � cs�e�� the sum of the sizes of the pages that OBMA evicts is at most m � �j��� For
j � cs�e�� m points are added to the counter of m� This amounts to a total amortized cost
of�

�m log k� �
cs�e�X
i��

�i�� � �m log k� � � � �cs�m�

� �m log k� � �m

� �log k � ��m�

If the algorithm trades in s points from c�l� in exchange for evicting a page of size s� its
amortized cost �cost � ��� is ��

We must now prove that � decreases by at least m�
�

Let e�j� � bOBMA�j�� bOPT �j�� OBMA has e�j� more bits belonging to j�pages in memory
than OPT� We make the following claim�

Claim 
 For j � cs�e�� if e�j� � �� then �j decreases by at least e�j��
� For j � cs�e�� if
e�j� � �� then �j decreases by at least m�
�

Note that in either case� as long as e�j� � �� then �j decreases by at least e�j��
 since
m � e � e�j�� The claim will be su�cient to establish that � decreases by at least m�

because if m was chosen to be e� then we have that

X
e�j���

e�j� �
X
j

e�j� � e � m�

and as long as �j decreases by e�j��
 for each class with e�j� � �� the total decrease is at
least m�
� Note that �j does not increase for any j when OBMA evicts a page� so we need
not be concerned with those classes j for which e�j� � ��

Alternatively� suppose m was chosen to be the smallest page in the cache from a class larger
than cs�e�� We know that in this case the sum of the sizes of the pages in classes of size cs�e�
or less are not enough to compensate for the excess that OBMA has in the cache� Thus� for
some j � cs�e�� the sum of the sizes of the j�pages that OBMA has in cache is more than
OPT� Thus� we are guaranteed that e�j� � � for some j � cs�e�� Then� by the claim� �j
decreases by at least m�
�

Now we must prove the claim� We break the analysis into two cases�

	



j � cs�e�	 First c�j� is incremented by m� Note that if the algorithm has at least one page
from class j in the cache� then j � cs�m�� This implies that m � �j��� Since e�j� � ��
we know that �j � �� This is because maxt��tfbOBMA�j� t��� bOPT�j� t��g � e�j� since t�

can always be chosen to be t� Before c�j� is incremented bym� c�j� � �j�� which means
that �j � �j���
� Since m � �j��� when c�j� is incremented by m� �j will decrease by
at least m�
�

Now we must establish that if a page from class j is evicted and c�j� is decremented�
then �j does not increase� Suppose the evicted page has size s� If after the eviction�
�j becomes �� then �j also becomes �� Since �j is always non�negative� it certainly has
not increased� Now suppose that �j � � after the eviction� By Lemma �� �j decreases
by at least s� This means that maxf�j� �j���
g decreases by at least s� �j���
 and �j
decreases by at least �s� �j���
� � s�
� Since s � �j � �j does not increase�

j � cs�e�	 suppose that �j � � after the evictions� Let s be the number of bits from
class j that OBMA evicts� We know that s � e�j�� We also know that s � �j since all
j�pages have at least �j bits� By Lemma �� �j decreases by at least s bits� Thus� �j
decreases by at least

maxf�j � e�j�g �
�j��



�
e�j�



�

Now suppose that �j � � after the evictions� We know that before the evictions
�j � e�j� � � because �j � maxt��tfbOBMA�j� t���bOPT �j� t��g and e�j� � bOBMA�j� t��
bOPT �j� t�� Thus� �j decreases by at least

max

�
�j�

�j��




�
�
�j��



�

�j
�
�

e�j�



�

Case �	 Both OBMA and OPT fault� Both algorithms bring p into the cache in step �� The
argument that � does not change is the same as Case �� Similarly� when the time of the
next reference to p is updated� � also does not change� Now OPT may have to evict some
pages in order to keep the number of bits in the cache at most k� Suppose OPT evicts h
bits from class j� OPT pays h� �j �and hence �j� increases by at most h� If the capacity of
the cache is exceeded� OBMA may have to evict some pages� This part of the argument is
identical to Case ��

Case �	 OPT faults and OBMA does not fault� OPT brings p into the cache� � can only
decrease� Then OPT may evict some pages in order not to exceed the the cache capacity of
k� If OPT evicts h bits� then it pays h and � can increase by at most h� �

� Randomized Online Algorithms

The randomized algorithms for both the fault and the bit model will be described in terms of a
relaxed version that will be allowed to evict a portion of a page� The real algorithms will evict
the entire page as soon as any portion of a given page have been evicted� This guarantees that
the sizes of the pages in the cache never exceed the capacity of the cache� We will also charge the
relaxed versions the cost of evicting the entire page �a cost of � in the Fault model and the size
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of the page in the Bit model�� as soon as any of the bits of a given page are evicted� This ensures
that the cost of the real algorithm and its relaxed version are the same�
Each of the randomized algorithms makes use of a marking scheme as introduced in �KMRS����

Figure  shows the eviction routine that is common to both algorithms� It is called whenever it
is necessary to evict C bits belonging to pages of class l� Both algorithms work according to the
following principles� If there is a request to a page p� it is brought into the cache and marked�
Only unmarked pages are ever evicted from the cache� If it is necessary to evict an l�page and all
the l�pages in the cache are marked� then the algorithm unmarks all the l�pages� For each class�
the sequence is divided into phases� The current phase for class l �also called an l�phase� ends
and a new one begins whenever the pages of that class are unmarked as in step ��� of the eviction
algorithm� The set of marked l�pages is always exactly the set of l�pages that have been requested
in the current l�phase� At the end of a phase� the set of l�pages in the cache are exactly those
l�pages that have been requested in the l�phase�
Throughout Sections 
�� and 
��� we will denote the size of a page by jpj� jpjin �resp� jpjout� will

denote the number of bits of page p that RFMA has inside �resp� outside� the cache�

Evict�l� C��
��� if there is a page q that is partially evicted�

��� Let x� minfjqjin� Cg�
�	� Evict x bits of q�
�
� C � C � x�
��� while C �� ��
��� if there are l�pages in the cache�

�� if there are no unmarked l�pages�
��� Unmark all l�pages�
��� Pick an unmarked l�page q at random�

���� Let x� minfjqj� Cg�
���� Evict x bits of q from the cache�

���� C � C � x�
��	� if there are fewer than �l bits belonging to

unmarked l�pages in the cache� evict them�

Figure � Eviction Algorithm used in both the randomized algorithms for the Fault and Bit
Models�

��� The Fault Model�

We now describe the Randomized Fault Model Algorithm �RFMA�� As with the algorithm in the
previous section� RFMA resolves the problem of which class to evict from by evicting from every
class� The decision of which page to evict from a given class is made according to the Randomized
Marking Algorithm of �FKL�	��� Although the idea appears simple� in order to combine the proofs
of the two algorithms� it is necessary to prove the competitiveness of the Randomized Marking
Algorithm using a potential function argument that is substantially di�erent than the original
proof�
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RandomizedFaultModelAlgorithm�
Consider a request to l�page p�
��� Bring p into the cache if not there�

��� Mark page p�
�	� if p was requested in the previous phase�

�
� Let ul be the number of bits belonging to

unmarked l�pages in the cache�

��� Evict�l�minful� jpjoutg��
��� if total sizes of pages in

cache exceed k bits�

do the following twice for all j�
�� Evict�j� �j����

Figure �� Randomized Online Algorithm for the Fault model�

The randomized algorithm for the fault model is shown in Figure �� We will need the following
lemma about the distribution of the number of bits RFMA has in the cache�

Lemma � After each request is processed� for each l� the following three items depend only on the
request sequence and are completely independent of the random choices made by the algorithm	

�� The set of marked pages�

�� The number of bits belonging to unmarked l�pages that RFMA has in its cache�

� The beginning and ends of the l�phases�

Proof� LetMl denote the set of marked l�pages and let ul denote the number of bits belonging to
unmarked l�pages that RFMA has in its cache� We prove this lemma by induction on the number
of requests� We will assume that the cache starts out empty� so the lemma is vacuously true after
no pages are requested� Suppose that it is true for any sequence of t requests� and suppose we
have a request to an l�page p at time t��� p is brought into the cache and marked� Ml continues
to be independent of any random choices made by the algorithm� By the inductive assumption�
the event that p was requested in the previous l�phase is independent of the random choices made
by the algorithm� If p was not requested in the previous phase� then RFMA did not have p in the
cache and ul remains unchanged� If p was requested in the previous phase and was unmarked�
then at this point� the lemma may not be true� This is because jpoutj bits may have been evicted
and the number of bits from p that RFMA has in its cache does depend on the random choices
made by the algorithm� Let u�l denote the new value for ul at line ��� of the algorithm after p
is marked� u�l � ul � jpjin� jpjout � u�l is true if and only if jpj � ul which is independent of the
random bits used by RFMA� If ul � jpjout� then u�l goes to � after line �
�� Otherwise� an addition
jpoutj bits will be evicted which means that u�l will go down to ul� jpj which is again independent
of the random choices made by the algorithm�
At step ��� of the algorithm� the number of bits the algorithm has in its cache is independent

of the random bits used by the algorithm� If the size of the cache is exceeded� then we proceed
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to Evict�j� �j��� for every j� By the inductive hypothesis� uj is independent of the random bits
used by the algorithm� If uj � �j��� the algorithm will evict �j�� bits from unmarked j�pages
and uj decreases by �j��� If uj � �j��� the algorithm will evict uj bits and a new phase begins�
Denote the new number of bits belonging to unmarked pages by u�j� The algorithm will then evict
minfu�j� �

j�� � ujg bits� Thus� the number of bits evicted and whether a new phase is started
are still independent of the random choices made by the algorithm� Finally� if the number of
unmarked bits only depends on the input sequence� the number of bits that are evicted in step
��� also only depends on the input sequence� �

For each class l� we normalize the size of the pages by dividing by �l� Thus� the normalized size
of every page is less than � and at least �� We will use the following three de�nitions in the proof�

	 Let d�l� denote the sum of the normalized sizes of the pages that were requested in the
previous phase and are not currently marked �i�e� have not yet been requested in the current
phase��

	 Let h�l� be the sum of the normalized sizes of the l�pages that the algorithm has evicted
in the current phase that remain outside RFMA�s cache� Note that since these pages were
evicted in the current phase� they must have been requested in the previous phase or else
they would not be in the cache in the �rst place� Since they are outside RFMA�s cache�
they are unmarked� Thus� h�l� � d�l�� �ul��l��� �ul was de�ned in the algorithm to be the
number of bits belonging to unmarked l�pages that RFMA has in its cache��

	 Let m�l� be the sum of the normalized sizes of pages that were requested in the previous or
current phase that are not in OPT�s cache�

Note that if the algorithm has partially evicted a page p� p�s contribution to h�l� will be the
fraction of p that has been evicted� Thus� if x bits of p have been evicted� then the contribution
from p to h�l� will be x��l� d�l�� h�l� and m�l� are all independent of the random choices made
by the algorithm�
The following lemma will be key to the proof of competitiveness for RFMA�

Lemma �� Fix a page p that was requested in the previous phase that is not currently marked�
The probability that any bits of p have been evicted is at most �h�l��d�l��

Proof� At any given point� the probability that p is in the cache is the same as if the pages
had been evicted according to the following process� pick a random permutation of the d pages
that were requested in the previous phase and are currently unmarked� d is at least d�l��� since
in the worst case� all the pages have size �l��� Evict pages in this order until h�l� bits have
been evicted� What is the probability that a given page p will be evicted� The number of
pages that will be evicted is at most h�l�� Thus� if p appears in the last d � h�l� pages in the
permutation� it will remain in the cache� The probability that p will remain in the cache is at
least �d� h�l���d � � � h�l��d � �� �h�l��d�l�� This means that the probability that p is not in
the cache is at most �h�l��d�l�� �

We will use three potential functions per class�

	 	l is the sum of the normalized sizes of marked l�pages that RFMA has in its cache and that
OPT does not have in its cache�

�



	

�l �

�����
����
� if all bits belonging to l�pages in RFMA�s cache

are marked or m�l�� h�l� � �

maxfm�l�� h�l�� ���g otherwise

	 
l � �h�l��Hd�l� � ��� where Hj is the jth harmonic number�

Finally� we combine the potential functions for each class
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We prove the following lemma�

Lemma �� After each stage of the request	

RFMA
s cost ��� � ����Hk � ��� log k��OPT
s cost���� �  ��� ���

Since ��  and � are initially � and are always non�negative� the lemma implies that RFMA is
����Hk � ��� log k��competitive� To see that 
l is always non�negative� note that if d�l� is ever ��
then h�l� must also be � since h�l� � d�l��

Proof� Consider a request to an l�page p at time t� We break the analysis into three cases�

Case �	 p is marked� RFMA already has the page in the cache� If OPT does not have p in the
cache� it brings it into the cache� When OPT brings a page into the cache� m�l� can only decrease
which means that � and  can only decrease� If OPT then evicts a page from some class j� it
incurs a cost of �� m�j� can increase by at most � which means that �j and 	j can increase by at
most two each� Thus� OPT�s cost plus ��� �  � is positive�

Case �	 p is not marked and was not requested in the previous phase� OPT brings p into the
cache if it is not already there� m�l� and hence � can only decrease� Then RFMA brings p into
the cache and marks it� Since OPT already has p in the cache� neither 	l� nor �l change� Using
the same argument as the previous cases� OPT may evict a page in which case � �  does not
decrease by more than OPT�s cost�
If RFMA has enough room for page p� no evictions are performed and the next request is

processed� If� however� there is not enough room for p� we will try and evict �l�� bits from class l
for each l�
We �rst address what happens if in the process of evicting bits from class l� all the l�pages in

the cache are marked and must be unmarked �i�e� a new l�phase begins�� When all the l�pages
become marked� �l goes to � which can only result in a decrease in �l� At this point� a new phase
begins� so the set of pages currently in the cache become the set of pages requested in the previous
phase� This also means that h�l� becomes � since no bits have yet been evicted in the current
phase for class l�
How does this change our potential functions� 
l becomes � since h�l� is now �� This means

that 
l does not increase� The set of marked l�pages at the end of the old l�phase are exactly
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those l�pages that RFMA has in its cache� This means that the sum of the normalized sizes of
pages that RFMA has in the cache and OPT does not have in the cache is exactly 	l� When all
the pages become unmarked� 	l goes to �� The old value of �l is �� The new value of �l is m�l�
which is the sum of the normalized sizes of pages that RFMA has in the cache that OPT does not
have in the cache� Note that this new value is either � or at least �� so the !max� in the de�nition
of �l has no e�ect� Thus� 	l decreases by the amount by which �l increases and ��� �  � � ��
and all the changes to the potential functions brought about by a new phase obey Inequality ��
Now RFMA attempts to evict �l�� bits from each class� Since we are charging RFMA as soon

as it evicts any bits from a given pages� this will result in at most a cost of two per class� If any
bits are evicted in step ��� of Evict�l� C�� this will not cost the algorithm anything because this
has to be a partially evicted page� For each class l� h�l� increases by at most two� Thus� each 
l
increases by at most ��Hd�l� � ��� and the total amortized cost to RFMA is

� log k � �
log kX
l��

�Hd�l� � �� � ��Hk � �� log k�

We now prove that � decreases by at least ����
Since RFMA has exceeded the capacity of its cache� it must be the case that for some class l�

RFMA has more bits belonging to l�pages in the cache than does OPT� Pick one such l� Note
that RFMA must have at least �l bits belonging to unmarked l�pages in the cache or else they
would have been evicted in step ��� of Evict�l� C��
Let a be the sum of the normalized sizes of the l�pages that were requested in the current or

previous phase� The number of bits belonging to l�pages that RFMA has in its cache is a� h�l��
Let b be the sums of the normalized sizes of the l�pages that OPT has in its cache� We know
that a � h�l� � b� Thus� m�l�� which is at least a � b� is greater than h�l�� This means that
m�l�� h�l� � ��
When the l�pages are evicted� h�l� increases by at least one and thus �l decreases by a non�

negative amount� If the value of m�l�� h�l� afterwards is negative� then �l decreases by at least
��� �since it was at least ��� before and is � now�� If m�l� � h�l� is positive afterwards� then it
was at least � before the eviction� In this case� �l also decreases by at least ���� Since all the
other evictions can only serve to decrease �� we know that � decreases by at least ����

Case �	 p is unmarked and was requested in the previous phase� OPT brings p into the cache if
it is not already there� m�l� and hence � can only decrease� Then p is marked and minful� jpoutjg
bits are evicted� Since OPT has p in its cache� 	l does not change� Either jpjout bits belonging
to l�pages are evicted or all the remaining bits belonging to unmarked l�pages are evicted� In the
former case� h�l� does not change and �l is unchanged� In the latter case� �l becomes � which
means that it does not increase� As in case �� if OPT evicts a page� the cost that OPT incurs is
at least as large as the amount by which � decreases�
Finally� we examine the amortized cost of the algorithm� A page is evicted only if p was not

already in the cache� By Lemma ��� this happens with probability at most �d�l��h�l�� The cost
in evicting jpjout bits is at most �� Thus� the expected cost is at most �h�l��d�l�� h�l� does not
increase and d�l� decreases by one� Thus� the change to � is at most

�h�l���Hd�l��� � ��� �Hd�l� � ��� � �
�h�l�

d�l�
�

�




If at this point� all the l�pages become marked� then �l goes to zero� This can only amount to a
decrease in �l since it is always non�negative� If the size of memory� is still exceeded� RFMA will
go to step ��� of the algorithm� The analysis is the same as in Case ��

�

��� The BitModel�

The randomized algorithm for the bit model� which we call the Randomized Counter Algorithm
�RCA�� is given in Figure 
��� A counter is maintained for each class� c�l� is the current value of
the counter for class l and is initialized to � at the beginning of the algorithm� The structure of
the proof for the randomized algorithm in the bit model is much the same as the structure of the
proof for the fault model� except for the portions that use the counter which are similar to the
proof for the o�ine bit model algorithm�

Algorithm RandomizedCounterAlgorithm�
Consider a request to an l�page p of size x�
��� Bring p into the cache if not already there�

��� Mark page p�
�	� if p was requested in the previous phase�

��� Let ul be the number of bits belonging to

unmarked l�pages in the cache�

��� Evict�l�minful� jpjoutg��
�� if the number of bits that RCA has in the cache

exceeds k by e � ��
do the following�

��� if the total sizes of pages that RCA has in the cache

belonging to classes cs�e� or below is less than e
Let r be the lowest class greater than cs�e� such that

RCA has at least a portion of an r�page in its cache�

��� m� �r�
���� else m� e
���� For all j � cs�e�
���� Evict�j�m�

��	� For all j � cs�e�
��
� c�j�� c�j� �m�

���� while c�j� � �j and there are j�pages in the cache�

���� Evict�j� �j�
��� c�j�� c�j�� �j�

Figure 
� Randomized Online Algorithm for the Bit Model�

We will need the following lemma about the distribution of the number of bits RFMA has in
the cache�
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Lemma �� After each request is processed� for each l� the following four items depend only on
the request sequence and are completely independent of the random choices made by the algorithm	

�� The set of marked pages�

�� The number of bits belonging to unmarked l�pages that RFMA has in its cache�

� The beginning and ends of the l�phases�

�� c�l��

Proof� The proof is almost the same as the proof for Lemma 	 with the added observation that
sincem depends only on values that are independent of the random choices made by the algorithm
it is also independent of the random choices made by the algorithm� Thus� any changes to c�l�
are also independent of the random choices made by the algorithm� �

We will use the following three de�nitions in the proof�

	 Let d�l� denote the sum of the sizes of the l�pages that were requested in the previous phase
and are not currently marked �i�e� have not yet been requested in the current phase��

	 Let h�l� be the sum of the sizes of l�pages that the algorithm has evicted in the current
phase that remain outside RCA�s cache� Note that since these pages were evicted in the
current phase� they must have been requested in the previous phase or else they would not
be in the cache in the �rst place� Since they are outside RFMA�s cache� they are unmarked�
Thus� h�l� � d�l�� ul� �ul is de�ned in the algorithm to be the number of bits belonging to
unmarked l�pages that RCA has in the cache��

	 Let m�l� be the sum of the sizes of l�pages that were requested in the previous or current
phase that are not in OPT�s cache�

Note that if the algorithm has partially evicted a page p� p�s contribution to h�l� will be the
fraction of p that has been evicted� Thus� if x bits of p have been evicted� then the contribution
from p to h�l� will be x� d�l�� h�l� and m�l� are all independent of the random choices made by
the algorithm�
The following lemma will be key to the proof of competitiveness for RCA�

Lemma �� Fix a page p that was requested in the previous phase that is not currently marked�
The probability that any bits of p have been evicted is at most �h�l��d�l��

Proof� The proof is almost the same as the proof for Lemma ��� except that since the de�nitions
are in terms of the actual sizes of the pages instead of the normalized sizes of the pages� d is at
least d�l���l�� and the number of pages that have been partially evicted is at most h�l���l� �

We will use three potential functions per class�

	 	l is the sum of the normalized sizes of marked l�pages that OPT does not have in its cache�
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�l �

�����
����
� if all bits belonging to l�pages in cache are

marked or m�l�� h�l� � �

maxfm�l�� h�l�� �l���
g � c�l��
 otherwise

	 
l � �h�l��Hdd�l���le � �� � �c�l��Hk � ��� where Hj is the jth harmonic number�

Note that when m is added to c�l� in step ���� it is always the case that m � �l� This means
that c�l� � �l after every request is processed and �l is always non�negative�
Finally� we combine the potential functions for each class
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We prove the following lemma�

Lemma �� After each stage of the request	

RCA
s cost ��� � ���
Hk � ��� log k��OPT
s cost���� �  ��� ���

Since ��  and � are initially � and are always non�negative� the lemma implies that RRFMA
is ���
Hk ���� log k��competitive� To see that 
l is always non�negative� not that if d�l� is ever ��
then h�l� must also be � since h�l� � d�l��

Proof� Now consider a request to an l�page p at time t� We break the analysis into three cases�

Case �	 p is marked� RFMA already has the page in the cache� If OPT does not have p in the
cache� it brings it into the cache� When OPT brings a page into the cache� m�l� can only decrease
which means that � and  can only decrease� If OPT evicts an l�page p of size jpj� it incurs a cost
of jpj� m�l� and hence �l and 	l can increase by at most jpj each� Thus� OPT�s cost plus ���� �
is positive�

Case �	 p is not marked and was not requested in the previous phase� OPT brings p into the
cache if it is not already there� m�l� and hence � can only decrease� Then RCA brings p into
the cache and marks it� Since OPT already has p in the cache� neither 	l� nor �l change� Using
the same argument as the previous cases� OPT may evict a page in which case � �  does not
decrease by more than OPT�s cost�
If RCA has enough room for page p� no evictions are performed and the next request is processed�

If� however� there is not enough room for p� the algorithm proceeds to step ����
We �rst address what happens if in the process of evicting bits from class l� all the l�pages in

the cache are marked and must be unmarked �i�e� a new l�phase begins�� When all the l�pages
become marked� �l goes to � which can only result in a decrease in �l� At this point� a new phase
begins� so the set of pages currently in the cache become the set of pages requested in the previous
phase� This also means that h�l� becomes � since no bits have yet been evicted in the current
phase for class l�
How does this change our potential functions� Since h�l� goes to � and was non�negative before�


l does not increase� The set of marked l�pages at the end of the old l�phase are exactly those
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l�pages that RFMA has in its cache� This means that the sum of the sizes of pages that RFMA
has in the cache and OPT does not have in the cache is exactly 	l� When all the pages become
unmarked� 	l goes to �� The old value of �l is �� The new value of �l is m�l� which is the sum of
the sizes of pages that RFMA has in the cache and that OPT does not have in the cache� Note
that this new value is either � or at least �l� so the !max� in the de�nition of �l has no e�ect�
Thus� 	l decreases by the amount by which �l increases and ���� � � �� and all the changes to
the potential functions brought about by a new phase obey Inequality ��
Now� the algorithm attempts to evict m bits from each l�class�
For j � cs�e�� the algorithm will evict at mostm bits from class j� Since we charge the algorithm

for evicting an entire page whenever it evicts the �rst bit for a page� the algorithm will incur a
cost of at most m� �j��� h�j� increases by at most m� Thus� the total amortized cost is at most
�
m � �j���Hd�l�� For j � cs�e�� we add m to c�j�� Thus� the total amortized cost is at most
�mHk� The total amortized cost for all classes isX

j�cs�e�

�
m� �j���Hdd�j���je �
X

j�cs�e�

�mHk

� 
m log kHk �
X

j�cs�m�

�j��Hk

� 
m log kHk � �mHk � �
 log k � ��Hkm

If any additional bits are evicted in step ��� of Evict�l� C�� they do not cost the algorithm since
those bits must belong to a partially evicted page�
We must now prove that � decreases by at least m�
�
Denote by bOPT �j� the sum of the sizes of the j�pages that OPT has in its cache� Similarly�

bRCA�j� is the sum of the sizes of the j�pages that RCA has in its cache� Let e�j� � bRCA�j� �
bOPT �j�� Let S be the sum of the sizes of the pages that have been requested in the previous or
the current phase� We have that m�j� � S � bOPT �j� and S � h�l� � bRCA�j�� Putting these
together� we get that m�j�� h�j� � e�j�� We make the following claim�

Claim �� For j � cs�e�� if e�j� � �� then �j decreases by at least e�j��
� For j � cs�e�� if
e�j� � �� then �j decreases by at least m�
�

In either case� as long as e�j� � �� �j decreases by at least e�j��
� since m � e � e�j�� The
claim will be su�cient to establish that � decreases by at least m�
 because if m was chosen to
be e� then we have that X

e�j���

e�j� �
X
j

e�j� � e � m�

and as long as �j decreases by e�j��
 for each class with e�j� � �� the total decrease to � is at
least m�
� Note that �j does not increase for any j when RCA� so we need not be concerned with
those classes j for which e�j� � ��
Alternatively� suppose m was chosen in step �	�� Let r be the lowest class greater than cs�e�

such that RCA has at least a portion of an r�page in its cache� We know that the sum of the sizes
of the pages in classes of size cs�e� or less are not enough to compensate for the excess that RCA
has in the cache� Thus� for some j � cs�e�� the sum of the sizes of the j�pages that RCA has in
cache is more than OPT� Thus� we are guaranteed that e�j� � � for some j � cs�m�� Then� by
the claim� �j decreases by at least m�
�
Now we must prove the claim� We break proof of the claim into two cases�

�	



j � cs�e�	 First c�j� is incremented by m� Note that since the algorithm has at least some
portion of a page from class j in the cache� j � cs�m�� This implies that m � �j��� Since
e�j� � �� we know that m�j� � h�j� � �� Since c�j� � �j�� before c�j� is incremented�
�j � �j���
 before c�j� is incremented� This means that when m is added to c�j�� �j does
in fact decrease by m�
�

Now suppose that the condition in step ��
� is true� c�j� is decremented by �j� The number
of unmarked bits belonging to j�pages in the cache is either � or at least �j because otherwise�
they would be evicted in step ��� of Evict� This means that �j are in fact evicted and h�j�
increases by �j � Since h�j� increases by the amount that c�l� decreases� the change to 
l is
at most �� Now we determine the change to �l� If after the eviction� m�j��h�j� becomes ��
then �j also becomes �� Since �j is always non�negative� it certainly has not increased� Now
suppose that m�j��h�j� � � after the eviction� This means that maxfm�j�� h�j�� �j���
g
decreases by at least �j ��j���
 and �j decreases by at least ��

j ��j���
���j�
� Note that
this value is non�negative�

j � cs�e�	 Suppose that m�j�� h�j� � � after the evictions� �j decreases by at least

max

�
m�j�� h�j��

�j��




�
�
�j��



�

m�j�� h�j�



�

e�j�



�

Now suppose that m�j� � h�j� � � after the evictions� This means that the number of
bits belonging to j�pages that RCA has in the cache after the evictions is non�zero and the
algorithm successfully evicted m bits� We also know that m � �j since cs�m� � cs�e� � j�
Thus �j decreases by at least

m�
�j��



�
m



�

e�j�



�

Case �	 p is unmarked and was requested in the previous phase� OPT brings p into the cache if
it is not already there� m�l� and hence � can only decrease� Then p is marked and minful� jpjoutg
bits are evicted� Since OPT has p in the cache� 	l does not change� If p was complete in the cache�
then h�l� does not change� If jpjout bits of p had been evicted� then after p is marked� h�l� decreases
by jpjout� In this case� either jpjout bits belonging to l�pages are evicted or all the remaining bits
belonging to unmarked l�pages are evicted� In the former case� h�l� does not change and �l in
unchanged� In the latter case �l becomes � which means that it does not increase� As in case
�� if OPT evicts a page� the cost that OPT incurs is at least as large as the amount by which �
decreases�
Finally� we examine the left hand side of Inequality �� A page is evicted only if p was not

already in the cache� By Lemma ��� this happens with probability at most �d�l��h�l�� The cost
in evicting jpjout bits is at most �l��� Thus� the expected cost is at most �l��h�l��d�l�� h�l� does
not increase and d�l� decreases by at least �l� Thus� the change to � is at most

�h�l���Hd�d�l���l���le � ��� �Hdd�l���le � ��� � �
�l��h�l�

d�l�
�

If at this point� all the l�pages becomed marked� then �l goes to zero� This can only amount
to a decrease in �l since it is always non�negative� If the size of memory� is still exceeded� RFMA
will go to step ��� of the algorithm� The analysis is the same as in Case ��

��



Algorithm FaultModelDominatingDistributionAlgorithm�
Consider a request to l�page p�
��� Bring p into the cache if not already there�

��� if there are more than k bits in the cache�

�	� For all j�
�
� if there are any j�pages in the cache

��� if there is only one j�page� evict it�

��� else evict a pair of pages chosen according to the

pairs dominating distribution�

Figure �� Online algorithm under the fault model when the sequence is generated according to a
known distribution�

� Probabilistic Analysis

Now we turn to the scenario where there is a distribution over the sequence known to the algorithm
in advance� Although from an information�theoretic point of view� it is possible to �nd the
algorithm that minimizes the expected cost� it is not feasible to �nd this optimal algorithm� It
is shown by Karlin� Phillips and Raghavan that even in the case of paging with uniform size
pages� the problem of computing the optimal online strategy when the sequence is generated by a
markov chain� is a linear program in n

�
n
k

�
variables� where n is the total number of pages �KPR	���

Thus� we seek an approximation algorithm that will come within some factor of the best online
algorithm� The algorithm that we present here is for the Fault model and is combinations of
the approximations for the o�ine case and an algorithm due to Lund� Phillips and Reingold for
paging with uniform pages under a known distribution �LPR	���
At any moment in time� given any two pages p and q� one can determine from the distribution

over the remainder of the sequence the probability that p is requested before q� Lund et al� prove
that for any set S of pages� there is a distribution over S �called the dominating distribution� such
that if p is chosen according to the dominating distribution� for any q � S� the probability that
q appears at least as soon as p is at least ���� The dominating distribution� of course� depends
heavily on the pairwise probabilities that a given page p� is requested before another page p��
Since these pairwise probabilities are available to the algorithm� the dominating distribution can
be computed�
We use a variant of the dominating distribution in which two pages are chosen instead of

one� We call this distribution the pairs dominating distribution� Let V be the set of pages�
Let V� be the set of all sets of two pages� We de�ne a function w � V 
 V� � ��� �� with the
property that if a � fb� cg� then w�a� fb� cg� � �� Furthermore� if a� b and c are all distinct�
then w�a� fb� cg� � w�b� fa� cg� � w�c� fa� bg� � �� A pairs dominating distribution for V and w
is a probability distribution p over V� such that if fa� bg are chosen according to p� then for each
c � V � E�w�c� fa� bg�� � ���� In our case� w�c� fa� bg� is the probability that c �� fa� bg and c is
not requested before both a and b� The proof that a pairs dominating distribution always exists
appears in the appendix� If the algorithm is asked to evict two pages from class j� it will always
choose according to the pairs dominating distribution over the j�pages that it has in its cache�
Figure � gives a randomized algorithm for the fault model called the Fault Model Dominat�

��



ing Distribution Algorithm that works when the input is generated according to an arbitrary
distribution� We will prove the following theorem�

Theorem �� Let D be a distribution over request sequences� Let costA�D� be the cost under the
fault model of an online algorithm A when the input sequence is generated according to D� We
prove that for any online algorithm A�

costFMDD�D� � �� log k�costA�D��

Proof� If step � is entered� then the algorithm performs at most � log k evictions� We will prove
that the expected number of times that the algorithm enters step ��� is at most � times the expected
number of faults of any online algorithm that knows the distribution over the request sequence� In
particular� we will compare FMDD to an arbitrary online algorithm ON� Let SFMDD�l� denote
the set of l�pages that FMDD has in the cache� Similarly for SON�l��
We will use a variation of the accounting scheme developed in �LPR	�� for the proof of the

dominating distribution algorithm for uniform size pages� We will maintain a mapping c� Let P
be the set of all pages� Let P� be the set of all sets of two pages� c is de�ned over a subset of
P � P�� Here�s how we maintain the mapping c�
Consider a request to page s� Both ON and FMDD bring s into the cache� ON may evict any

number of pages �including s�� Now if FMDD has more than k bits in the cache� it will evict two
pages from every class� We know that before it performs these evictions� there is some class j for
which the sum of the sizes of the j�pages that FMDD has in the cache is more than the sum of
the size of the j�pages that ON has in its cache� Let q and q� be the j�pages that FMDD evicts�
If q �� SON�j�� then c�q� � q� Else if q� �� SON�j�� then c�q�� � q�� If both q and q� are in SON �j��
then we will prove that there is some page p � SFMDD�j�� SON�j� to which nothing is mapped�
We then set c�fq� q�g� � p� If at any point ON evicts q� then c�fq� q�g� becomes unde�ned and
c�q� � q� �Similarly for q��� If c�fa� bg� is de�ned and either a or b is requested� then c�fa� bg�
becomes unde�ned� Similarly� if c�a� is de�ned� and a is requested then c�a� becomes unde�ned�
The following facts are easy to verify by induction�

�� If c�p� is de�ned� then c�p� � p�

�� If c�p� � p� then p �� SFMDD � SON �

� If c�fa� bg� and c�fx� yg� are de�ned� then fa� bg  fx� yg � ��

�� If c�fa� bg� is de�ned� then c�a� and c�b� are not de�ned�


� If c�fa� bg� is de�ned� then c�fa� bg� � SFMDD and fa� bg � SON � SFMDD�

Now examine the moment just before q and q� are evicted� At this moment� the number of
bits in SFMDD�l� is strictly larger than the number of bits in SON �l�� By Facts ��� and��� above�
if c�X� � s for some X � P � P� and s � SFMDD�l�� then X is a pair fa� bg� Furthermore by
Fact �
�� fa� b� g � SON�l� � SFMDD�l�� This means that for every page s in SFMDD�l� to which
something is mapped� there is a pair of pages in SON�l� that maps to s� Furthermore� by Fact ���
all these pairs are disjoint� Since the sum of the sizes of a and b is at least the size of c�fa� bg� and
SFMDD�l� � SON�l�� it must be the case that there is an s � SFMDD�l��SON�l� to which nothing
is mapped�

��



Let ��t� � � if and only if FMDD makes an assignment at time t� FMDD incurs a cost of at
most � log k per request� Furthermore� for every request on which is incurs a cost� it will make an
assignment� This means that The cost to FMDD is�

CFMDD � � log k
X
t

��t��

Suppose that FMDD makes an assignment to c�X� � s at time t� We will say that the
assignment is good if c�X� is requested on or before the �rst time any page in X is requested�
There are two possibilities in this case� The �rst is that c�X� remains equal to s at the time it
is requested� In this case� the request to s causes the assignment to disappear� The second is
that ON evicts some page p in X before s is requested in which case the assignment is moved to
c�p� � p� In this case� the next request to p makes the assignment disappear� In either case� ON
will incur a cost on the request that causes the assignment to disappear since the requested page
is not in ON�s cache� Let 	�t� � � i� FMDD makes a good assignment to c�X� at time t� Since
only two elements in P � P� can be assigned to the same s � P � each request in which ON incurs
a cost can make at most two assignments disappear and we have that

CON �
�

�

X
t

	�t��

We can think of assigning c��� as follows� Pick an s � SON � SFMDD to which nothing is
mapped� Then the pair fq� q�g is chosen according to the dominating distribution� If s � fq� q�g�
then c�s� � s and it is de�nitely the case that 	�t� � �� If s �� fq� q�g� then the probability that
s is requested after the �rst request to q or q� is at least ��� by the fact that fq� q�g was chosen
according to a dominating distribution� Thus� we have that that E��	�t�� � E���t��� Putting the
inequalities� we get that

� log kE�CON � � E�CFMDD��

�
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Appendix

In this section� we prove that a pairs dominating distribution exists for any set of pages� Let
V be any �nite set and V� be the set of all sets of size two subsets of V � We de�ne a function
w � V 
 V� � ��� �� with the property that if a � fb� cg� then w�a� fb� cg� � �� Furthermore� if
a� b and c are all distinct� then w�a� fb� cg� � w�b� fa� cg� � w�c� fa� bg� � �� A pairs dominating
distribution for V and w is a probability distribution p over V� such that if fa� bg are chosen
according to p� then for each c � V � E�w�c� fa� bg�� � ����

Lemma �� Given any set V and function w with the properties described above� there is a pairs
dominating distribution for �V�w��

The following technical lemma will be useful�

Lemma �
 Let V be any �nite set and let p be a distribution over V � Then

� �
P

v�V �p�v��
�

� �
P

v�V �p�v���
�


�
�

Proof� We start with the case that there are only two elements v� and v� in V with non�zero
probability� Let p�v�� � x� Then p�v�� � �� x and p�v� � � for any v �� fv�� v�g� In this case�

��
P

v�V �p�v��
�

��
P

v�V �p�v���
�
� � x� � ��� x��

� � x� � ��� x��
�


�
�

Now suppose that we start with some distribution p and change is by subtracting some weight
from an element vi with non�zero weight and add it to an element vj with � weight� That is�
p��v� � p�v� for v �� fvi� vjg� p��vi� � p�vi� � � and p��vj� � p�vj� � � � �� How does this change
the quanity in question�
The numerator increases by p�vi��� � p�vi���� The denominator increases by ��p�vi�� Note

that the ratio of the changes is at most ��� Thus� if the current quantity in question is at most
�� and we make a change such that the ratio of the change to the numerator and the change to
the denominator is bounded by ��� then the resulting quantity is also bounded by ���
Finally� we can achieve any distribution q� by starting with p�v�� � q�v�� and p�v�� �

Pn
i�� q�vi�

and for i � � � � � � n� moving q�vi� weight from p�v�� to p�vi�� �

Proof of Lemma��� Consider the following linear program� minimize x subject toX
fa�bg�V�

w�c� fa� bg�p�fa� bg� � x for all c � V

X
fa�bg�V�

p�fa� bg� � �

p�fa� bg� � � for all fa� bg � V�

The claim is that the solution to the linear program is at most ���� The dual linear program is
to maximize y subject to� X

c�V

w�c� fa� bg�q�c� � y for all fa� bg � V�

�




X
c�V

q�c� � �

q�c� � � for all c � V

It su�ces to show that for any distribution q� there is a fa� bg � V� such that

X
c�V

w�c� fa� bg�q�c� �
�

�
�

To this end� consider�

X
fa�bg�V�

q�a�q�b�
X
c�V

w�c� fa� bg�q�c�

�
X

fa�bg�V�

X
c�V

q�a�q�b�q�c�w�c� fa� bg�

�
X

a�b�c�V ja�b�c

q�a�q�b�q�c��w�c� fa� bg�� w�b� fa� cg� � w�a� fc� bg��

�
X

a�b�c�V ja�b�c

�q�a�q�b�q�c�

We will also use the following inequality�

� �

	X
c�V

q�c�


�

�
X
c�V

q�c�� � �
X

a�b�c�V ja�b�c

q�a�q�b�q�c��

Putting these together� we get that

P
fa�bg�V� q�a�q�b�

P
c�V w�c� fa� bg�q�c�P

fa�bg�V� q�a�q�b�

�

P
fa�bg�V� q�a�q�b�

P
c�V w�c� fa� bg�q�c�

� �
P

a�V q�a��

�

P
a�b�c�V ja�b�c �q�a�q�b�q�c�

� �
P

a�V q�a��

�
�
�



�
� �

P
c�V q�c�

�

� �
P

a�V q�a��

�
�

�

The last inequality comes from the technical lemma above� Thus� we know that for a weighted
average over fa� bg�

P
c�V w�c� fa� bg�q�c� is bounded by ���� This means that there must be some

fa� bg for which
P

c�V w�c� fa� bg�q�c� � ���� �

��


